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Vol.70  Issue45 Bowling Green, Ohio Tuesday, November 10,1987 
Ginsburg withdraws court bid 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White 
House called federal appellate judge 
Anthony Kennedy the front-runner for 
the Supreme Court nomination yester- 
day and subjected him to new back- 
ground questioning as other Republi- 
cans doled out blame for the collapse of 
the Douglas Ginsburg nomination. 
Kennedy, who was flown to Washing- 
ton less than two weeks ago to be inter- 
viewed for the court vacancy, was 
brought back Saturday by an Air Force 
jet after Ginsburg withdrew in the 
uproar following his admission that he 
had used marijuana. 
"I think it's fair to say he is the lead- 
ing candidate," White House spokes- 
man Martin Fitzwater said of Kennedy, 
of Sacramento, Calif. 
President Reagan, meanwhile, said 
harassment from outside rather than 
inside the administration forced Gins- 
burg to withdraw. 
Reagan and other White House offi- 
cials denied that Ginsburg had been 
abandoned after his drug-use admis- 
sion. The president said, "I stood by 
and declared I would not withdraw him. 
He voluntarily made that decision on 
his own." 
However, conservative Sen. Orrin 
Hatch, R-Utah, said Ginsburg wanted 
to fight it out but "gutless wonders" on 
the White House staff undermined the 
nominee and forced him to bow out. 
Hatch blamed Reagan himself for 
failing to assert enough leadership in 
the unsuccessful nominations of Gins- 
burg and Robert Bork. Said the senator, 
"It's time for Ronald Reagan to take 
charge of the White House." 
Attorney General Edwin Meese met 
with Hatch and other senators yester- 
day to discuss Reagan's third attempt 
to till the vacancy left by the retirement 
last June of Lewis Powell. 
Prior to Ginsburg's selection, the 
possibility of a Kennedy nomination 
faced opposition from Senate conserva- 
tives but was regarded as generally ac- 
ceptable to majority Democrats. 
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.G, said at the 
time that some senators believed Ken- 
nedy was too liberal, and the White 
House was told there could be a filibus- 
ter against Kennedy if he were nomi- 
nated. 
A Democratic source from the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, speaking only on 
the condition he not be named, said 
Democratic   committee   members 
6laced Kennedy in their "least con- 
•oversial" category among possibili- 




by Ron Fritz 
editor 
A Little Nicholson 
Rich Little dons sun glasses and strikes a relaxed pose as he imitates 
actor Jack Nicholson at the  12th annual Parent's Day show. Little 
BG News/Mark Thalma;. 
portrays Nicholson as a preacher saying God told Moses to "take two 
tablets and call me in the morning." 
A few dirty old men captured 
the hearts of the more than 4,700 
in attendance at the 12th annual 
Parent's Day Show Saturday at 
Anderson Arena —you might 
say they "impressed" the audi- 
ence to no end. 
Rich Little brought his reper- 
toire of more than 191 impres- 
sions to the show and delighted 
both parents and students alike 
with impressions of George 
Burns, John Wayne, Jack Ni- 
cholson, Johnny Carson and Ji- 
mmy Stewart on stage. 
Little, a native Canadian, set 
the tone with the crowd early, 
saying he "was delighted to be 
back in Bowling Green, it's a 
beautiful little town —if they 
ever finish it." 
He also entertained at Par- 
ent's Day eight years ago. 
One of Little's skits was what 
the stars used to be before they 
were stars. 
According to Little, Mr. T 
used to be Mr. S, Jimmy Stewart 
was once an air traffic control- 
ler and George Bums used to be 
a carpenter. 
His impression of Burns was 
classic. 
Approaching the taller micro- 
phone stand. Little, as Burns, 
had difficulty adjusting the 
stand. 
"There's a switch, I'm trying 
to get it down," he said. "At my 
age, that's exciting. I can re- 
member when sex was dirty and 
the air was clean. I get excited 
by a stiff wind anymore.'' 
He also went on to share with 
the crowd Burns' social security 
number—two. 
"Ronnie Reagan is number 
one." 
For a man, Little also did a 
credible Dr. Ruth Westheimer. 
Little   said   she 
See Little, page 5. 
Racist incidents occur 
Editor "snote: This is the first of 
a three-part series on the prob- 
lem of racism at the University. 
by Amy Burkett 
staff reporter 
Racism is a problem at the 
University, according to many 
minorities, and comes from fac- 
ulty and students alike. 
Jack Taylor, assistant vice 
president of minority affairs 
said racism is a problem black 
students have to face every day. 
"It is the black student that is 
being forced to deal with this 
day after day. It is not the white 
majority." he said. "Whites give 
no consideration to being white, 
nor do they consider what it is 
like not to be white." 
Some students said they have 
had faculty members demon- 
strate racial prejudices against 
black students. 
Jamie Watkins, freshman 
music education major, said in 
the short time she has been at 
the University, she has experi- 
enced some racial problems 
—the worst concerning faculty. 
"Certain professors have a 
different attitude toward black 
students than they do toward 
Tuesday 
DA committee has been formed to 
investigate perceived oppression of fac- 
ulty members, see story page 3. 
DUndergraduate Student Govern- 
ment passes a resolution regarding 
campus parking problems, see story 
page 4. 
DThe Falcon Hockey team tied Fri- 
day and won Saturday in the series 
against Ohio State, see story page 7. 
whites. They will degrade a 
black's standpoint and lift up a 
whites," Watkins said. 
He said one professor will take 
"Susie Black s" incorrect an- 
swer and say you are wrong 
without explaining why she was 
wrong, but will take "Susie 
White's" incorrect answer and 
take the time to explain to her 
why she is wrong and continues 
the explanation until she under- 
stands the error. 
This happened in this class on 
more than one occasion, she 
said. 
Black students said students 
have been the cause of many ex- 
amples of racial acts and slurs 
that have occurred at the Uni- 
versity in recent years. 
Cassandra Madden, senior 
interpersonal and public com- 
munications major, has been a 
black leader at the University 
and has experienced racial con- 
frontations. Madden has ac- 
tively supported gay rights and 
feminism, and has spoken 
against   apartheid   in   South 
Madden was recently elected 
the University's Homecoming 
queen and experienced a few 
negative remarks about her be- 
ing black. 
r
'I was watching the pom- 
merettes at the bonfire and a 
group of white girls were talk- 
ing. Someone asked who had 
been chosen as Homecoming 
queen, one of the girls very sar- 
castically said, "Oh, it was a 
black girl," Madden said. 
Little looks and stares don't 
bother her anymore, because 
she has become used to them, 
Madden said. Things haven't 
changed much in her four years 
at the University but she has just learned how to cope. 
Madden experienced another 
racial incident two years ago. 
She was coming back to her 
apartment, behind the bar Up- 
town/Downtown, around 1 a.m. 
with her boyfriend, and they 
were unloading their car. Her 
boyfriend heard a woman yell 
"Hey nigger." Her boyfriend 
then sairV'Excuse me? " Mad- 
den said. 
The woman started shouting 
racial slurs, and Madden said 
her boyfriend told the women to 
leave him alone. The woman 
continued yelling, which attrac- 
ted a group of white men from a 
nearby bar. 
The guys showed their fists 
and said, "Come on," Madden 
said,   not   to   the 
D See Racism, page 5. 
City urges clean-up 
Violators have less time to remove garbage 
by Caroline Langer 
city editor 
The Wood County Health Department is speed- 
ing up the process of prosecuting residents who 
have trash or indoor furniture in their yards. 
External sanitation violators who do not comply 
with orders to clean up will find themselves in 
court within 20 days of their first warning, Sanitar- 
ian Scott Heidenreich said. Violators formerly had 
10 to 20 days longer to balk compliance before fac- 
inga judge. 
The process will be fully implemented this 
month. 
If the conditions are severe enough to constitute 
an emergency requiring immediate compliance, 
such as when dead animals are rotting in the yard, 
the violator could be in court within 24 hours of be- 
ing notified, he said. 
Heidenreich considers exterior sanitation viola- 
tions to be the biggest health and safety problem 
facing Bowling Green. He said it causes strain on 
relations between long-term residents and student 
renters, who are usually the source of litter and 
blowing trash in the neighborhoods. 
Of the 589 houses observed by Heidenreich in the 
area between Manville Avenue, South Main Street, 
West Wooster Avenue and Clough Street, 48 had 
exterior health code violations, he said. 
At 8 percent, this is the highest violation count of 
the six neighborhoods for which he has compiled 
statistics. Heidenreich inspected the neighborhood 
bounded by Manville Avenue, South College Drive, 
Scott Hamilton Avenue and Ninth Street and said 
he found a great deal of litter and scattered beer 
cum in the area. 
These sections of town have a large number of 
rentals. 
"The students living there are transient — they 
know they won't be living there long. So we're 
speeding up the maximum time they can take to 
clean up," he said. "If the mess persists, they will 
be filed against in court." 
When a complaint is filed and the investigating 
sanitarian discovers an external sanitation viola- 
tion, the residents will be informed that a com- 
C" it had been registered against them with the 
th department and they have 24 hours to clean 
up, he said. 
If no one is home, a doorhanger will be left with 
the notice that a complaint had teen filed, he said. 
The grounds are reinspected within seven days 
and if the notice was not complied with, a warning 
letter is issued which states that the residents have 
to clear up the problem by a specified date or they 
will be summoned to court, Heidenreich explained. 
In the letter, violators are urged to clean up the 
yard in order to avoid court and legal costs, as well 
as the maximum $100 fine for a minor mis- 
demeanor. 
A court date is set and the case file is forwarded 
to the Wood County prosecutor if compliance is not 
total by reinspection, Heidenreich said. The □ See Garbage, page 5. 
News in brief 
Power will be disrupted 
Electrical power will be interupted in some on- 
campus buildings on Saturday, Nov. 28, beginning 
at 12:30 a.m. and lasting about eight hours. A pri- 
mary power line will be spliced for the installation 
of electrical power in the Business Administration 
Building addition. Jerome Library, the Business 
Administration Building, the Student Health 
Center, Moore Musical Arts, Student Services 
Building, Student Recreation Center and frater- 
nity houses west of Conklin Hall and east of Rod- 
gers Hall will be affected. 
The power is being turned off during Thanksgiv- 
ing break so it will be "the least inconvenient to 
people," said Bob Hayward, assistant director of 
plant operations and maintenance. 
Heavy traffic, few problems 
There were few problems with parking this 
weekend despite dense traffic, according to one 
official. 
Although Parent's Day, Preview Day and a 
home football game landed on the same Saturday, 
there were relatively few difficulties, Jean Yar- 
nellmanager of parking and traffic, said. 
"There were cars everywhere, but few specific 
problems," she said. 
One car was towed, and 31 tickets issued by the 
Office of Parking and Traffic over the weekend, 
Yarnell said. Four traffic citations were issued by 
campus police. 
The only specific problem Yarnell noted was on- 
campus students parking in metered areas after 
her office had requested students to keep their 
cars in the designated lots over last weekend. 
"But that was no surprise," she said. "It hap- 
pens every year." 
Parking employees mainly worked directing 
traffic. 
"We had enough (staff) on duty if any big prob- 
lems occurred resulting from illegally parked 
cars, but everything went pretty well,' she said. 
Editorial 2  November 10,1987 
Trivial matters 
mar nomination 
They say trouble travels in threes. Or will it be 
that the third time's the charm? 
Well, we'll see as Ronald Reagan prepares to 
present his third Supreme Court nominee to the 
Senate for confirmation. The court seat has re- 
mained vacant since the retirement of Justice 
Lewis Powell last June. 
Since Douglas Ginsburg withdrew from the 
nomination, the front-runner appears to be Anthony 
Kennedy, a man who was placed in the "least con- 
troversial" category among possibilities men- 
tioned by White House officials. 
Maybe least controversial is the highest recom- 
mendation a nominee can get nowadays. 
The nomination process has not been a pretty 
sight of late. It has been marred by power politics 
and personal attacks. 
The Ginsburg nomination was a farce from the 
beginning because Reagan knew he would not be an 
acceptable candidate. But politicians still could not 
stick to attacking him on legitimate complaints 
such as his age and inexperience. They had to re- 
sort to revelations about past drug use and his 
wife's involvement with abortions performed a de- 
cade ago during her medical school residency. 
Now Kennedy will probably be the one to face the 
scrutiny, this time from conservatives who fear he 
is too moderate. 
They'll probably discover that Kennedy once 
kicked his grandmother's dog or something. 
It's time the nominating process got back to look- 
ing at qualifications. It's fine if politicians want to 
object to Kennedy or any other nominee, but let's 
keep to the issues. 
The White House and the Senate are just wasting 
time. The Supreme Court is hindered by a backlog 
of cases. It needs that ninth justice. 
It's time the White House stops playing games 
and puts forth an acceptable nominee, and then let 
the senators judge based on his or her qualifica- 
tions. 
TV ad insults intelligence 
By Mike 
Royko 
Once in a while, I develop a 
deep hatred for certain TV 
commercials —usually because 
they're loud or moronic. 
But now I've found one to hate 
because it makes me feel stupid 
and inferior. And while I might 
indeed be stupid and inferior, I 
don't need a TV commercial to 
tell me so. That's why I have a 
wife. 
You may have seen this com- 
mercial on TV or heard it on the 
radio. It is for Wang computers. 
The commercials aren't loud 
or raucous or silly. Just the op- 
posite. One man quietly talks to 
another. Quiet, but also smug, 
superior and self-satisfied. 
What he says is something like 
this: 
"I was giving a seminar on 
network management...making 
SNA work without IBM. Any- 
way, the room was filled with 
MIS guys who didn't believe it 
could happen...so I showed them 
it has happened with one of the 
biggest SNA networks in the 
world...No IBM mainframe...no 
IBM controllers...no IBM 
screens on the desk...What's 
there instead? In the center, five 
IBM look-alike mainframes and 
a Wang VS. 
"Plus, a VS computer at each 
node...hundreds of them...and 
thousands of our work stations 
covering the whole country. One 
network.   And   the   whole 
Letters 
Central Michigan prof 
praises University 
I am a faculty member at Cen- 
tral Michigan University, and 
recently visited Bowling Green 
in connection with the NATS 
vocal competition which was 
held there. I was very favorably 
impressed with both the campus 
and with those Bowling Green 
students whom I met during the 
weekend. They were courteous 
and helpful to us as guests and 
made us feel very welcome. It 
was a real pleasure to visit a sis- 
ter MAC school and to see a 
clean, attractive campus and a 
friendly faculty ana student 
body. Congratulations! 
Ms. Mitzi Chaffer 
Dept. of Mathematics 
Central Michigan Univ. 
Faculty salaries, 
fees not directly tied 
Your Nov. 4 editorial titled 
"Increases unjust" seems to ac- 
cept the premise that faculty sa- 
lary increases must come from 
increases in instructional fees. 
If faculty salaries were so direc- 
tly tied to instructional fees as 
E editors say, then BGSU sa- 
levels would be as high as 
U instructional fees, rela- 
tive to other universities in the 
state. Something must be wrong 
with your editorial logic, be- 
cause BGSU has the lowest fac- 
ulty salaries in the state, and 
some of the highest instructional 
fees, as well. 
The key to this paradox lies in 
the answer to your editorial's 
question "Why wasn't the salary 
pool increased gradually, etc.?" 
Historically, data made public 
by the Faculty Welfare Commit- 
tee shows that when substantial 
increases in state subsidies were 
used by competing universities 
in the state for larger increases 
in faculty salaries, BGSU used 
more of the state subsidy for 
other purposes. 
There are many such "other 
eurposes," but almost all of 
lem can be called "overhead" 
because they do not contribute 
directly to instruction in the way 
that your instructors do. Rela- 
tive to other universities in the 
state and the nation, BGSU has a 
high overhead that has grown 
gradually over the years at the 
expense of both faculty salaries 
and instructional fees. 
Rather than condemning Fac- 
ulty Senate for recognizing the fact that it is only a perception 
that faculty salaries equate to 
increased instructional fees," 
the BG News would serve stu- 
dents better by finding and ad- 
vocating ways to reduce BGSU 
spending on items less vital to 
their instruction than the facul- 
ty. 
Ron Stoner 
Professor of Physics & As- 
tronomy 
Olscamp insensitive 
to parking problem 
"We don't have a parking 
problem — we have a walking 
problem," said Paul Olscamp 
(BG News Nov. 5). What kind of 
remark is that from a man who 
has a private parking space out- 
side his office? The kindest thing 
I can say is that his pronoun 
choice was poor. WE have a 
C king/walking problem; HE 
neither! 
"I'm in and out of my office 
for meetings all day," he said. It 
seems he attributes his parking 
privileges to his daily schedule 
of many commitments. Well, if a 
daily schedule of many com- 
mitments is the criterion for 
special parking privileges, I 
need to know where to apply for 
MY private space! 
Such an insensitive remark 
doesn't surprise me in the least. 
Of all the adjectives I've heard 
used to describe this man, "sen- 
sitive" was never among them. I 
resent the implication that what 
he does with his day is somehow 
more important than what I do 
with my day and that therefore I 
deserve to have to walk from the 
hinterland to Shatzel Hall, but 
he does not. 
He should consider putting his 
energy where his mouth is and 
walking a while in our shoes. It 
would be good for him, I think, to 
forgo his private parking space 
for a semester or two, his many 
commitments notwithstanding, 
and fight it out for a parking 
space along with the rest of us. 
When he cannot find one near 
where he needs to be, he can al- 
ways park in one of the lots near 
the football stadium. If the walk- 
ing problem doesn't increase his 
sensitivity to the parking prob- 
lem, I guarantee it will at least 
increase the sensitivity of his 
ears to sub-zero temperatures 
and 20 MPH winds! 
K.G.Hubert 
OCMB2547 
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211 West Hall 
thing...the entire network... 
managed by a Wang VS... 
"And bunk, blink, blink, I 
could practically see the light- 
bulbs go on over their heads. 
He's snickering when he fini- 
shes, like, wow, isn't he smart, 
isn't he clever, didn't he show 
those MIS guys something. 
And I'm sitting there in my 
living room, grinding my chop- 
pers because I don't have the 
slightest idea what the heck this 
wise guy is talking about. 
I don't claim to always under- 
stand what people tell me. I can 
be easily confused by a lawyer, 
a doctor, a tax accountant or the 
president. During the recent 
stock market turmoil, I read or 
listened to what more than 100 
economists had to say. and I 
understood only one of them. 
And he's the one who said that 
he didn't know what was going 
on either and was going to hide 
his money in his fishing box. 
But I don't expect to be made 
to feel stupid by a television 
commercial. If anything, TV 
commercials are supposed to 
make us feel superior, since 
they are intended to be under- 
stood by anyone who has a brain 
larger than a golf ball. 
They are also intended to 
make us buy things, except for 
those pious public service com- 
mercials that have the effron- 
tery to encourage us to live 
clean lives. 
Well, I have news for Mr. 
Wang — there is no way I will 
buy one of his computers if he is 
going to make me feel too dumb 
to even plug it in. 
Since I'm too stubborn to turn 
off my TV set when this com- 
mercial comes on, I decided to 
find out what the pompous punk 
is jabbering about. 
But because I was afraid that 
I'd feel even dumber if I didn't 
understand the explanation, I 
asked my assistant, who got 
good grades in college, to ask 
tne Wang people or their advert- 
ising agency what's going over 
my empty head. 
She called Wang and gave me 
this report, which I will share 
with other computer-illiterates. 
"OK, SNA means Systems 
Network Architecture, which is 
a system that brings networks of 
computers together so they 
speak to each other. MIS means 
Management Information 
Systems. Those are corporate 
guys who buy computers and 
run information systems. VS is 
Why? To make me feel stu- 
pid? 
"Sort of. Here's what the ad 
agency guy said: 
'It's techno-babble. People in 
the computer industry and in 
particular, people in manage- 
ment information systems — 
that's MIS — will understand the 
lingo and they rather expect it 
from computer sales people. 
There is also, attitudinaliy, a bit 
of bravado. That's intended on 
our part because many buyers 
And while I might indeed be stupid and 
inferior, I don't need a TV commercial to 
tell me so. That's why I have a wife. 
Wang's   main   departmental- 
level computers. And a node is... 
I know what a node is. A node 
is a skinny geek who wears thick 
glasses and has a runny nose 
and got an A in calculus. 
"No, a node is one group of 
people working on their own de- 
partmental processings, such as 
personnel, accounts, law and so 
on." 
That's all that a node de- 
serves, the creep. 
"The rest is kind of basic. 
Work stations are desk-top com- 
puters. Network means the de- 
sign that links all the computers 
in one corporation together." 
Well, why didn't they say so? 
Why doesn't their commercial just say: "I got together with 
these corporate guys who buy 
computers and showed them 
how we can give them stuff that 
works and won't blow a fuse so 
they have to go down in a dark 
basement or call an electrician. 
I could understand that." 
My assistant said: "The ad- 
vertising agency that made this 
ad explained that. They do it on 
purpose." 
expect sales people to have a 
little bit of that haughty manner. 
It's not that it's excessive. It's 
showing a little pride in their 
expertise. The pride comes from 
knowing the industry, an in- 
dustry not too many people 
know about. It's not like con- 
struction. But it works because 
people who buy the equipment 
expect that. They expect sales 
people to have precise know- 
ledge of the equipment and the 
industry. People who are in- 
volved in that industry under- 
stand the full meaning of the 
language and feel accustomed to 
Wang's ad agency said that? 
Techno-babble? Attitudinaliy? 
A bit of bravado? Haughty man- 
ner? 
"Right." 
Then I'll tell you this — old 
man Wang was pretty lucky he 
went into the computer busi- 
ness. 
"Why?" 
Because if he tried that pitch 
selling eggrolls, he'd be washing 
dishes. ... 
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Oppression panel formed 
by Linda Hoy 
wire editor 
A five-member committee has 
been selected to study faculty 
members' perceptions of their 
working climate to determine 
whether an "oppressive atmos- 
phere" exists at the University. 
The final appointment to the 
"ad-hoc committee on faculty 
perceptions of the working cli- 
mate' was confirmed yester- 
day, Ronald Stoner, chairman of 
the Committee on Committees, 
said. 
On Oct. 13, the Faculty Wel- 
fare Committee of the Faculty 
Senate requested that the Com- 
mittee on Committees appoint 
the ad-hoc committee. 
Stoner, professor of physics 
and astronomy, said the search 
for members was lengthy be- 
cause it took time to send out let- 
ters and some people delayed in 
answering. 
"We didn't have many people 
turn it (a committee position) 
down," he said, adding that 
most people who delayed their 
answers eventually agreed to 
serve on the committee. 
Stoner said the committee 
members are: John Greene, as- 
sociate professor of psychology; 
Barbara   Kalman,   counseling 
"If you perceive someone as having 
influence over you, rightly or wrongly, it 
can be as oppressive as a person holding a 
gun to your head, and you're equally as 
frightened to talk or act." 
-Bartley Brennan, Faculty Senate 
psychologist of the Counseling 
and Career Development 
Center; Steven Ludd, associate 
professor of pre-law and politi- 
cal science; Blaine Ritts, 
professor of accounting ana 
management information 
systems, and Eugene Stone, 
professor of psychology. 
The committee will devise a 
way to measure faculty percep- 
tions of the working climate, 
Ron Stoner said. 
He said because the commit- 
tee will be measuring attitudes 
and perceptions, three people 
with a psychology background 
were selected to serve on the 
committee. 
The committee will hold its 
first meeting under the direction 
of Harold Lunde, FWC chair- 
man, who will preside over the 
J SAVE: * 
j $5.00 On A Perm With This Ad.     + 
* Only : $30.00  For A Cut, Perm &     * 
3 Style. Offer Good CJntilJan. 1, 1988.     * 
i        m i l Hotel Hairstylingj 
elections of the ad-hoc commit- 
tee chairman, Stoner said. That 
meeting wilTprobably be held 
within the next two weeks. 
Ritts, ad-hoc committee 
member, said he is approaching 
his position on the committee 
with "an open-mind." 
He said some faculty mem- 
bers have told him about being 
oppressed by administrators, 
while others have said they 
never witnessed oppression or 
experienced it. 
Faculty members have ap- 
proached him after committee 
meetings and said they wanted 
to vote a certain way, but could 
not because "a dean or some 
other administrator" had told 
them not to. Ritts said. 
The debate on oppression be- 
gan when Ann-Mane Lancaster, 
chairwoman of the computer 
science department and mem- 
ber of Faculty Senate, brought 
up the subject at a Sept. IS Sen- 
ate meeting. 
Lancaster said the atmos- 
phere between faculty and ad- 
ministrator is oppressive, and 
the sources of oppression range 
from the lower levels of admin- 
istration to the president's of- 
fice. 
Philip Mason, executive assis- 
tant to University President 
Paul Olscamp, said the presi- 
dent's office has never received 
any faculty complaints about 
oppression. 
Mason has said he "can think 
of no employee group in any in- 
dustry anywhere with more 
autonomy, more independence 
or more security than members 
ofacademia." 
Bartley Brennan, vice chair- 
man of the Faculty Senate, said 
"If you perceive someone as 
having influence over you, 
rightly or wrongly, it can be as 
oppressive as a person holding a 
gun to your head, and you're 
equally as frightened to talk or 
act. 
"We need a civilized discourse 
on this subject of the perception 
of oppression," he said. "Not a 
narrow, self-interest, no com- 
ment, politicized approach." 
Blotter 
D Police apprehended three juveniles Friday afternoon in 
lot 8 between North College 
Drive and Thurstin Avenues, 
where they had removed the 
hood ornaments and em- 
blems from several vehicles. 
The subjects had 13 hood or- 
naments in their possession 
at the time, police said. The 
youths were released to their 
parents. Charges are 
pending. 
Police are investigating 
threats of a menacing nature 
made to a resident of Dunbar 
Hall during the past ten days. 
The threats are "stemming 
from a romantic involvement 
and a 'jealous' third party," 
according to a police report. 
GA resident of Offenhauer 
West told police Friday that 
while she was in the shower, 
someone turned off the bath- 
room lights. She turned the 
Lights back on and returned to 
the shower. She observed a 
shadow in front of the shower 
and a male opened the cur- 
tain. The victim screamed 
and the subject ran off, police 
said. 
U Police are investigating 
the theft of approximately $1,000 worth of goods and 
equipment stolen from the 
golf house at Forrest Creason 
Golf Course Saturday night. 
The subject apparently 
gained entrance through a 
window. The goods, dis- 
covered missing the next 
morning by an employee, in- 
cluded clothing and golf ac- 
cessories. 
G Police found a brown 
"Road King" girl's ten-speed 
bicycle Sunday afternoon in 
Lot 6 by the football stadium. 
The bike has been placed in 
police storage until the owner 
can be located. 
DA subject ransacked a 
stadium office Saturday night 
and stole three telephones. A 
Plexiglass panel was sma- 
shed apparently to gain en- 
try, police said. Missing 
items were valued at $395. 
DA complainant reported 
the theft of a standard 
camera and equipment, 
valued at $1,235, from 141 
West Hall Sunday. The com- 
plainant left the equipment 
under a chair Wednesday 
during a minority forum, 
police said. When he returned 
to the room, the equipment 
was gone. 
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107. S. Main 
352-4810 
Includes: Baked Potato 
Rolls & Butter 
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TONIGHT ONLY! 
THE PHEASANT ROOM   2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION 
No reservations accepted for these specials 





SUBS, ICE CREAM 
SALADS, BAKED GOODS 
1448 E. Wooster 
Across from Harshman 354-1001 
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Seniors? 
Which group are you 
1 1 1 
1 O 1 
Those pictured in the 1988 KEY Those not pictured 
Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!! 
Be immortalized by a senior portrait in the 1988 KEY 
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality 
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Parking petitioned 
by Julie Wallace 
copy editor 
The first step toward solving 
the campus parking problem, a 
parking resolution, was passed 
by the Undergraduate Student 
Government Thursday. 
At the USG meeting, Dave 
Robinson, USG president, said 
the resolution is the start of a 
drive to gain additional parking 
on campus. 
"The resolution is a first 
step," he said. "That and the 
distribution of USG parking pe- 
titions last week are short-term 
efforts to correct the campus 
parking problem." 
The resolution, which sup- 
ports "any attempts to correct 
parking problems on campus," 
is an effort toward a long-range 
goal of USG — construction of a 
parking garage. 
"The garage is the long-range 
goal, but you don't get a building 
built in one year," Robinson 
said. "I am confident that USG 
can get a number of parking 
places added close to campus 
this year." 
Mark Patterson, member of 
the University parking commit- 
tee, said Parking Services is 
preparing proposals for the ad- 
dition of 150 parking spots to Lot 
8 behind Offenhauer Towers and 
300 spots by the band field for on- 
campus students. 
For commuter students, 28 
additional spots may be added to 
Lot 15, located by WBGU-TV on 
Troup Street, he said. 
Jean Yarnell, parking and 
traffic services manager, said 
the addition to Lot 8 is "on 
schedule" to be completed dur- 
ing the summer and was ap- 
proved by the University Bud- 
geting Committee. 
The other additions, she said, 
may be funded through the 
transfer of money from one 
budget to another. 
Tun Peterson, Student Wel- 
fare coordinator, said locating 
any new parking spots near 
campus is important. 
"if the University puts park- 
ing behind the ice arena, then we 
have our spaces — but is that a 
victory? I think not," Peterson 
said. 
fiCGFA €l€CTIONS 
An election mill be held on Tuesday, November 10. 
1987, to elect four (4) undergraduate students to 
serve as at-large members on the Advisory Commit- 
tee on General Fee Allocations. 
Voting ujill take place in the Foyer of the University 
Union from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.    Student identification 
is required. 
VOT€ 
The issue of campus parking 
was also addressed by petitions 
distributed last week across 
campus by the Student Welfare 
Committee. 
The petitions will be circu- 
lated throughout November, 
Peterson said. Copies will be gi- 
ven to University President 
Paul Olscamp and the Universi- 
ty parking committee. 
"We want to make a state- 
ment with the petitions — so our 
goal is to get 10,000 signatures," 
he said. 
Robinson said anyone concer- 
ned about campus parking 
should sign a petition. 
"The petitions' signatures are 
not limited, they are for stu- 
dents, faculty and administra- 
tors,' he said. "Anyone in the 
University community that real- 
izes there is a problem." 
During cabinet member re- 
ports, Peterson said the long- 
range goal of constructing a 
parking garage is a possibility 
for future years. 
"Indeed we can get a parking 
garage — the plan is feasible, 
but it's just going to be more 
work than we (USG) thought," 
he said. 
"We can achieve things if we 
get 10,000 signatures. It took 
7,000 signatures on a USG peti- 
tion to get the rec center, so it is 
possible," he said. 
Robinson said copies of the pe- 
tition may also be given to the 
Board of Trustees. 
"Maybe the Board of Trustees 
will give the students a Christ- 
mas present —more parking," 
he said. 
A great idea for a 
group service 
project! Make 
money and help the 
environment too 
CALL the BGSU 
Recycling Project 
372-8909 
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Apply TODAY to be on Orientation Leader! 
Applications available until 
November 13 
in 405 Student Services 
Interviews: November 15 & 16 
Apply Today and show that In BG 
"We Care" 
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BG News/Mike McCune 
Pregame lunch 
Dick and Sue Schaefer of Cincinnati have lunch with their daughter, Amy, a senior medical records ad- 
ministration major, before watching Bowling Green coast to an easy victory over Kent State University. 
City reception hall sued 
by Jaied O. Wadley 
copy editor 
A Toledo couple recently filed 
a lawsuit charging that a Bowl- 
ing Green establishment told 
them to hire security guards for 
their wedding reception because 
of the man's Mexican ancestry 
and "ethnic characteristics." 
Robert Mendez Jr. and his 
wife, Helen, claim that when 
they inquired May 16 about rent- 
ing the reception hall at Voll- 
mar's Park, Inc, State Rt. 65, 
they were told of the security 
provision by an employee 
named'Joe.' 
The couple is seeking $600,000 
in damages from Vollmar's and 
the employee. 
The suit, which was filed in the 
U.S. District Court in Toledo, 
claims the couple suffered econ- 
omic loss, humiliation, incon- 
venience, embarrassment, men- 
tal anguish, emotional distress 
and deprivation of civil rights. 
Joseph Hofner, owner of 
Vollmar's, said he has been try- 
ing to piece things together with 
his attorney because the inci- 
dent occurred six months ago 
Moreover, Steve Dane, the 
Menedezes' lawyer, said he has 
been preparing a case with the 
couple, but does not expect a 
Ere-trial until the end of Fe- 
ruary because the defendant 
has to answer the petition. 
LIVE A LONG AND HEALTHY LIFE 
fT AFRICAN WEEK EXTRAVAGANZA »» 
November 9-13, 1987 
WEEK 
THEME FOR THIS YEAR'S APA WEEK IS "AWARENESS" 
Wednesday Nov.11 
Panel discussion "African Family Life" 
African refreshments will be served 
Location:  off campus center 10 am-12 noon 
Thursday: Friday: 
Two films 5-7 pm Amani 
"Eyes on the prize, ain't scared of your jail" 
"Generations of Resistance" 
SPEECHES 
* An African American speaks on Back struggle 
in U.S. as relates to South Africa struggle 
• An African speaker relates South African 
struggle to Back struggle in U.S 
Awareness and Solidarity Rally 
Union Oval 11am-2pm 




ALL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS SPEAKING 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE 
acarsry 
I 
W »   Con      W»   Cor»      W   Cot»      W»   Con      W»   Cart      W   Can| 
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1988 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1989 
You are required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1987 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m. 
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m. 
ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING 
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Bonds OK'd 
for company 
by Caroline Langer 
city editor 
In an effort to induce a plas- 
tics company to locate a division 
in Bowling Green, city council 
unanimously approved the issue 
of industrial revenue bonds in a 
special meeting last night. 
The Lamson and Session Co. is 
considering purchasing the Ar- 
mco Co. building, located on 501 
East Poe Road, for an injection 
molding operation, Charles 
Kerr. city finance director, said. 
Both companies manufacture 
similar products, but L & S is 
larger. 
Mayor-elect Ed Miller said the 
tax-free bonds provide the L & S 
Co. with a financial "para- 
chute," to raise money for the 
purchase of the building. 
Kerr said local governments 
have the authority to grant 
exemptions for bonds to be used 
for new or refurbished manufac- 
turing or processing plants. 
While furthering economic 
development, these bonds are 
not backed by city monies or 
credit, he said. 
By fully utilizing the building, 
the company is expected to pro- 
vide ISO jobs in three shifts 
within three to five years, Kerr 
said. This would provide sub- 
stantial income tax revenue in- 
crease over the 20 workers now 
employed by Armco. 
Ronald Parshall, coordinator 
of the Industrial and De- 
velopment Corporation of Bowl- 
ing Green, reminded council 
that there were "still more hur- 
dles to cross" because the com- 
pany was looking at other cities 
and also had to determine 
whether the city's electric rates 
were competitive. The compan- 
y's board will be voting on the 
issue Dec. 20, he said. 
"We are optimistic and confi- 
dent, but there are no guar- 
antees," Parshall said. 
Enticing the company to lo- 
cate operations in the city are in 
keeping with the city's strategy 
for financial and industrial 
growth, Parshall said. 
"Any economic development 
plan seeks to improve the em- 
ployment base with a good, 
sound industry and this does 
both." 
Little  
D Continued from page 1. 
used to be a bank teller. 
"Banking is a lot like sex. You put it in and take it out," Little, as 
Dr. Ruth, said. "Eventually you lose interest." 
In addition, did you know Jack Nicholson used to be a preacher? 
Little said he was. 
He described what Preacher Nicholson said to one of his consti- 
tuents concerning the man's wife. 
"She's ugly, man. You have to put a pork chop around her neck to 
5et the dog to play with her," he said. And you know, she's fat. too. 
ou have to grease her thighs and throw a Twinkie in the middle of 
the street to get her out of a phone booth." 
His impression of Carson was mediocre, but the jokes were far 
better than Carson has ever had. 
Probably the impression that most people were waiting for was 
that of Richard Nixon. Little brought him out along with Jimmy Car- 
ter, Gerald Ford and Reagan at a press conference. 
There is no question the audience enjoyed the 75-minute show, and 
rightly so. There was nothing not to enjoy about Little. He was per- 
fect for a Parent's Day crowd. 
The opening act, "The Best Medicine," was a barbershop quartet 
consisting of BGSU students Jonathon Bell, Jay Edwards, Russ 
Maher III and Paul Swiergosz. 
It's a shame this group had to open for anybody. They are cer- 
tainly good enough to headline a show. They performed for 30 
minutes and their country portion of the show received the most ap- 
plause. 
But it was hard to distinguish what the audience liked the best with 
"The Best Medicine," they cheered just as hard through the entire 
show. 
The University Alumni Association and Parents Club also de- 
serves a hand for bringing parents a fantastic show. 
U.-l    II 




at 8 pm. 
Joe E. Brown 
Theatre 
UntanHv H.ill 
Pre - P.T. Majors 
Physical Therapy students will 
be on campus to meet with you 
and answer your questions 
When:    Thursday. November 12, 
1987 7:00pm 
Where:  Room 111 South Hall 
Please try to attend! 
Repairs start 
on jury room 
byJaredO.Wadfey 
copy editor 
Repairs have started on the 
Jury assembly room in the 
wood Comity Courthouse 
after an Oct. 22 fire damaged 
the ceiling, floor, wall, carpet 
and a chair. 
Jim Moore, head of the 
Wood County maintenance 
department, said since the 
floors were repaired, and the 
wall and carpet were cleaned, 
Jurors may use the third floor 
roam to meet during trials. 
He said several contractors 
have been scheduled to esti- 
mate the costs to replace the 
ceiling and paint the wall 
damaged by smoke. 
"It should take a month be- 
fore the job is completed," 
Moore said. "The contractor 
will have to work around the 
court schedule because the jurors need the room." 
The painted wall murals 
and the trial exhibits stored in 
an adjoining storage room 
were not damaged. 
At 6:03 p.m. on the night of 
the fire, the night custodian 
discovered the fire in a plas- 
tic wastebasket with a lining, 
and extinguished most of it 
before the fire department 
arrived. Firemen were at the 
scene for SO minutes. 
After becoming ill from the 
smoke, the custodian was 
taken to Wood County Hospi- 
tal, where he was treated and 
released. 
Fire Chief Jack Gonyer 
said the cause of the fire was 
not determined, but two 
empty pizza boxes were found 
in the room. 
The Sentinel-Tribune re- 
ported that a court employee 
said there were no trials on 
the third floor that day, so no 
one was to be in the Jury as^ 
semblyroom. 
However, Moore said the 
custodian had seen two peo- 
ple leave the room. 
Racism.. 
I************************************ 
*     University Bookstore 
* will be closed 
I Wednesday, November 11 
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* in observance of 






















A.   A.   U.   P. 
FIRST GENERAL MEETING 
"COLLECTIVE BARGAINING: 
ARE WE READY?" 
Speaker: Professor Ron Stoner 
Thursday, November 12 
7:00 p.m. 
200 Moseley Hall 
FACULTY EARNESTLY REQUESTED 
TO ATTEND 
r STUDENT LEGAL ' 
SERVICES 
Student Legal Services Board of Directors is ac- 
cepting petitions for one opening of its Board oi 
Directors for the remainder of the 1987-88 school 
year. SLS Board of Directors is responsible for 
making all policies concerning the operation of 
$100,000 budgeted Student Legal Services. 
Any University registered Organization may apply. 
Petition should include: 
1. Statement of organization's purpose 
2. Statement on why your organization 
wants a seat on the Board. 
Petition Deadline Nov. 20 
Petition Should be sent to: 
Studtnt Legal Services 
Christopher Helmick, Chair Board oi Directors 
3rd Floor Union 
Current Members: USG, Pre-Law, GSS, RSA, Stu- 
dent Court, WSA, COCO, IFC, Panhel, BSU. 
O Continued from page 1. 
white girl making the com- 
ments, but to her boyfriend. Her 
boyfriend then picked up a 
2-by-4 piece of wood. They were 
cursing and Madden was afraid 
a riot would start. 
"It was the most terrifying 
experience of my life," Madden 
said. 
One of the most common ra- 
cial slurs is people calling them 
niggers, black students said. 
Margot McClellan and Cher 
Gardner said they were coming 
out of a dance in September of 
this year and a group of whites 
yelled "niggers" at them. Mad- 
den and other student have ex- 
perienced a similar situations. 
Another problem blacks often 
have to deal with is the tension 
of learning how to adapt to living 
with a white student who has, 
Eerhaps never really known any 
lacks before. 
Melinda Coleman, freshman 
business education major said, 
"There were some strong ten- 
sions in the beginning, my 
roommate graduated from an 
all- white high school and had 
never dealt with any blacks be- 
fore." 
But Coleman said she and her 
roommate, Amy Doenges, 
freshmen vocal education 
major, were able to break 
through the racial barrier by 
communicating. 
"We decided to discuss all 
problems on either side. We 
weren't going to hide or bury 
them," Coleman said. "She as- 
ked me about my music, food, 
posters and how I got my hair 
straightened. We made it past 
those barriers and now we're 
best of friends." 
Garbage  
11 Continued from page 1. 
case will not be dismissed under any circumstances. 
"By that time, I'm at the end of my administrative patience. You 
can explain to the judge why you didn't clean the mess up." he said. 
"If you are asked to put the sofa inside or pick up the trash, and you 
don t, you are going to court. It's as simple as that." 
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IRA says it set off bomb 
Explosion kills 11, injures 63 at war memorial services 
ENNISKILLEN, Northern 
Ireland (AP) — The Irish Repu- 
blican Army said yesterday it 
planted the bomb which killed 11 
civilians and injured 63 at war 
memorial services, but that it 
meant to kill soldiers and the 
bomb went off prematurely. 
The attack stirred a wave of 
revulsion on both sides of the 
Irish island, from Protestants 
and Roman Catholics alike. 
The slaying of a Catholic yes- 
terday and other shootings in 
Belfast heightened fears of a 
violent Protestant backlash. 
Pope John Paul II sent a tel- 
egram to the local church in 
Enniskillen, espressing his 
"heartfelt condolences to the 
families of the innocent persons 
killed by this cruel (bombing) 
act" 
In a statement to Irish news 
media, the outlawed IRA sought 
to excuse the high civilian toll by 
saying the 40-pound bomb 
shouldnave blown up as soldiers 
marched by during the Re- 
membrance Day ceremony for 
fallen British soldiers. 
Instead, it said British forces 
set off the bomb with high- 
frequency scanning devices that 
have jammed and neutralized 
other IRA explosives in the past. 
The statement, coded in a way 
that vouched for its authenticity, 
described the deaths as "catas- 
trophic consequences" and said, 
"we deeply regret what oc- 
curred." 
Britain's top official in the 
province, Northern Ireland Sec- 
retary Tom King, called the IRA 
statement "utterly disgrace- 
ful." 
"I suppose what they mean to 
say is they didn't mean to kill 
these people, they meant to kill 
other people instead," he said in 
an interview with Channel 4 tel- 
evision. 
The army press office in Lon- 
don refused to comment on what 
it called a "contemptible state- 
ment by terrorist organizations 
who admitted responsibility for 
the bomb." 
The predominantly Catholic 
IRA is fighting to drive the 
British from mostly Protestant 
Northern Ireland and unite its 
six counties with the 26-county 
Irish Republic. 
The Rev. Ian Paisley, a Prot- 
estant pastor who heads the 
hardline Democratic Unionist 
Party, said his followers "must 
seriously consider taking the 
law into our own hands and re- 
sist the terrorists." 
Of the 63 people injured, 21 
remained hospitalized yester- 
day, five in serious condition, 
authorities said. 
The bombing appeared to be 
part of a bigger offensive. Police 
said an IRA land mine was 
found and disarmed at another 
memorial ceremony in the 
village of TuUyhomman on the 
Irish border. The IRA also re- 
ported firing shots at a police 
station in Belfast. 
Host an exchange student Help bring the world together. 
Reagan may 
reopen talks 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan said yesterday 
the United States would be willing to reopen substantive dis- 
cussions with Nicaragua's leftist government once "serious 
negotiations" begin between the Sandinistas and the 
U.S.-backed contra rebels on reaching a cease-fire. 
Reagan made the disclosure in remarks to a gathering of 
hemispheric foreign ministers attending the Organization of 
American States General Assembly. Nicaraguan Foreign Min- 
ister Miguel d'Escoto was among the 50 officials gathered in a 
State Department room overlooking the Potomac River. 
Reagan made clear that he envisions talks with the Sandinis- 
tas as part of a broader discussion involving other Central 
American countries as well. 
Once serious negotiations between the Sandinistas and the 
contra rebels have begun under the mediation of Nicaraguan 
Roman Catholic Cardinal Miguel Ovandoy Bravo, Reagan said 
that Secretary of State George Shultz "will be ready to meet 
jointly with the foreign ministers of all five Central American 
nations, including the Sandinistas' representative." 
Reagan added that before such a meeting takes place and 
throughout this period, the United States will consult closely 
with the contras. 
The United States has had no substantive negotiations with 
the Sandinista government since the latter half of 1964. 
The Little Shop 
(University Union) 
will be closed 
Wednesday, November 11 
in observance of 
Veteran's Day 
fMonty'i Hair Fashion) 
erm Special 
Zoto Design Freedom 
$30 (reg $35) 
with this ad 
Includes Haircut 
expires 12-1-87 
1124 W. Wooster 352-261 ll 
GET READY TO OPERATE 
ORDER YOCJR DOCTOR SCRUBS MOW 
9:30 - 3:30 in BA and MSC 
IN JADE GREEN OR CEIL BLCIE 
S-XL 
$9.50 a piece 
$18.00 a set 
Sponsored by Assoc. of Allied Health Professions 
Attention 1 
All Organizational Presidents 
You're invited to attend the 
Intra-University 
President's Council Meeting 
Nov.   12, 6p.m. 
408 Moseley Hall 
For more information, call the USG Office 
r On National Philanthropy Day 
November 14, 1987 
BGSU SALUTES 
Members of 
■■'■ •< .?■':■-A ♦'*'■ 
UPDRT€ 
URO & R€S. UF€ 
Twister Tournament 
Prizes & Fun for $1.00 
Sign ups start 
Monday the 16th 
in UfiO office 
3rd floor Union. 
DIAL M for Murder 
Thurs. Nov 12th 
Fish Film Theater, Hanna Hall 
800 p.m FR€€ ADMISSION. 
Mini-Course 
Christmas Craft 
Saturday, Nov 14th 
200-5:00 p.m. 203 Hayes Hall 
$8.00 for class Min:10       Max:20 
Sign-up in URO office 3rd floor Union 
Holiday Craft Fair 
Grand Ballroom 
1000 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Dec. 7th - Dec 9th 
Come Shop With Us/ 
ALIENS 
Orqoni/otton of the Week 
Panhcllenic Council 
Fri./Sot. Nov. 13.14th 
210 MSC 8:00. 10:00. Midnight 
$1.50 Admission 
BGSU thanks 
who have i 
talent   an 
betterment 
.,j» "**»*'■*•■ 
d their timie, 
sure to the 
er education. 
You should know 
about new e.p.t. stick 
rest. It's the fast and easy 
way to find out if you're 
pregnant. Or not. And 
you find out in private. 
If the stick turns pink, 
you're pregnant. If it stays 
white, you're not. It's that 
simple. 
If you have any 
questions about e.p.t., call 
us toll free 1-800-562-0266. 
In New Jersey, call collect 
(201)540-2458. 
e.p.t. The first and 
most trusted name in 
pregnancy tesnng. 
Introducing 
new e.p.t.# stick test. 
Sports "Lay it on the Hurons' 
i •»(»»«>:. B«versge, Inc 
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by Jeff McSherry 
sports editor 
Rich Dackin has surfaced 
from the depths of despair, and 
with him, he has brought new 
life to the Bowling Green foot- 
ball team. 
After he threw five intercep- 
tions in a 17-7 loss to Miami last 
weekend, many thought the Fal- 
cons' chances of winning the 
Mid-American Conference title 
were slim and none, with slim 
already packing his bags. But 
after BG's 30-20 victory over 
Kent State Saturday, Dackin 
may have turned those doubters 
into believers once again. 
The sophomore signal-caller 
not only bounced back, he ex- 
ploded. 
Dackin had a career-high 349 
yards through the air in com- 
Bleting 23 of 30 pass attempts, 
e also threw three touchdown 
passes while recording no inter- 
ceptions in front of the 20,612 
Parents' Day fans. 
Dackin now leads the MAC in 
passing efficiency with a 120.22 
Q See Explode, page 9. Bowling Green receiver Reggie Thornton is pulled down by Kent State's Andy Logan after catching a pass from quarterback Rich Dackin in BG's 
BG NEWS'Mark Thalman 
30-20 win against KSCI. Saturday. Thornton caught five passes for 99 
yards in the victory. 
Paluch's seven assists pace icers 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
COLUMBUS — After Bowling Green's 5-5 tie with 
Ohio State Friday night, the atmosphere in the Fal- 
cons' locker room lent itself to the feeling BG should 
have won the game. 
It wasn't a feeling of regret, but a calm, confident 
"we'll get'em" attitude. And get'em they did, as the 
Falcons dominated the Buckeyes the following night 
in every facet of an 8-3 win in Columbus. 
BG's third line scored the first two goals of Satur- 
day's game as the Falcons led 3-0 after the first period 
and 7-1 after the third. Chad Arthur notched his first 
two goals of the season, while Nelson Emerson tallied 
BG's third goal. Sophomore Joe Quinn assisted on 
both of Arthur's goals. 
In the second period, BG scored four more times, 
while OSU could only answer once. Three of the four 
BG goals came via special teams with junior Greg 
Parks scoring two power-play goals and Andy Gribble 
adding a short-handed tally. 
Quinn's assist on Cribble's goal gave him a career- 
high three points in one game. BG s other goal in the 
period was scored by Arthur to complete his first 
'hat-trick" ever. 
151 
Paluch Arthur Emerson 
"I was extremely happy to be in the scoring," 
Arthur said. "In the first place, I was just glad to get 
my first (goal), let alone my second and third. I was just at the right place at the right time." 
After seeing BG score seven goals on 17 shots, OSU 
head coach Jerry Welsh decided to take out his start- 
ing goaltender Todd Fanning and replace him with 
Roger Beedon. 
Moments later, with both teams four aside, Beedon 
was replaced by a fifth Buckeye skater. But Welsh's 
move backfired as BG defenseman Thad Rusiecki 
scored an empty net goal only 1:07 into the period. 
OSU tallied the final two goals of the game to make 
the final 8-3. BG head coach Jerry York said this was 
the first time his team has dominated a game all 
season. 
"It is the first time all year we've had a chance to 
play a lot of our younger players late in the game," 
York said. "That generally means you're winning by 
a lot or losing by a lot; I'm glad it was the way it was 
tonight." Senior captain Scott Paluch, who notched 
seven assists in the series, said winning big gives the 
team confidence. 
"Anytime you play Ohio State in a rivalry you gain 
something. Last night, we thought we should of had 
the game, but it was kind of a letdown. Tonight we 
played super for 60 minutes and we buried them, and 
D See Hockey, page 8. 
A diving Greg Parks skids across the ice after getting a piece of his stick on a loose puck 
during Friday night's game against Ohio State at the Ice Arena. Defending for the Buck- 
BG News/Rob Upton 
eyes Is captain Mark Anderson. BG tied OSCI 5-5 Friday, but came back to win in Colum- 




by Jeff McSherry 
sports editor 
Once again, the Mid- 
American Conference title is up 
for grabs with only two weeks 
left in the season. 
After Bowling Green defeated 
Kent State 30-20 Saturday, the 
up-and-down Falcons, 4-2 in the 
conference, are once again right 
in the middle of things. 
"Bowling Green has always 
had a tradition of being around 
at the end of the season," BG 
coach Moe Ankney said. "The 
key has been that we are able to 
bounce back from losses. By do- 
ing that, we keep ourselves in 
the hunt for the championship 
right until the end." 
Last year, BG finished in a 
three-way tie for second place in 
the MAC and their California 
Bowl dreams didn't vanish until 
the final game of the season, a 
loss to Toledo. 
Saturday, BG will travel to 
Ypsilanti, Mich., to face the 
squad leading the conference — 
the 6-1 Eastern Michigan Hur- 




by Don Hensley 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green cross 
country team wrapped up its 
Mid-American Conference 
season this weekend when the 
men and women competed in the 
MAC championship. 
The women made an impres- 
sive showing in Ypsilanti, Mich, 
on the Eastern Michigan course 
when they finished third in the 
nine-team field. The men wer- 
en't quite as successful finishing 
seventh out of nine. 
The lady harriers finished the 
meet with 102 points, 57 points 
behind second-place Eastern 
Michigan. Ohio University ed- 
ged Eastern by three points to 
take the title home to Athens, 
Ohio. 
Winning the individual honors 
was EMU's Donna Donakowski, 
who finished the 5,000 meter 
course in a time of 17:04.6. Lead- 
ing the way for the Falcons was 
senior Bonnie Ramsdell, who 
finished fourth at 17:34. She was 
closely followed by sophomore 
Mary Louise Zurbach who fin- 
ished in 17:44.3 which earned 
her seventh place. 
The effort exerted by Rams- 
dell and Zurbach enabled these 
two runners to receive All-MAC 
honors. Following these two, the 
Falcons were left with a gaping 
hole between runners. 
Finishing third for the lady 
harriers was sophomore Missy 
Ellers, who finished 28th in 
18:36.1. Ellers was grouped with 
seniors Jill Soster and Kathv □ See Harriers, page 8. 
Tests set for 
Cavs' Harper 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) — Cleveland Cavaliers guard Ron 
Harper had his broken left foot examined at the Cleveland 
Clinic yesterday but will need further examination before doc- 
tors determine the extent of the injury, a spokesman for the 
NBA team said. 
Harper suffered a broken bone in his foot and a sprained an- 
kle when he collided with teammate Tyrone Corbin during the 
Cavaliers' loss at Atlanta on Saturday night. 
He will be examined again Tuesday under anesthesia at the 
Cleveland Clinic, said team spokesman Bob Price. 
It was initially reported that Harper might miss three to four 
weeks of play, and Price said Monday there was no new infor- 
mation on how long Harper will be out. 
The second-year guard led the Cavaliers in scoring with an 
average of nearly 23 points a game hut season. He was also 
their leading scorer in each of their first two games this year. 
BG prime for tourney after wins 
by Andy Woodard 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green volleyball team is putting everything together 
at just the right time. 
The Falcons (20-5 overall, 5-1 in the MAC) downed hosts Central 
Michigan, 15-7.15-10,15-10, on Friday and Toledo, 15-11,15-10,15-7 on 
Saturday to solidify their claim to sole possession of second place in 
the Mid-American Conference. 
BG travels to Ball State and Miami next week- 
end and with two victories they will enter the inau- 
gural MAC tournament as the second seed, with 
five-time defending champion Western Michigan 
hosting the tournament as the top seed. The third 
and fourth place squads also make post season 
play. 
"It's exciting to play this well with the MAC 
tournament coming up," Falcon outside hitter 
Sheri Fella said. "It's a good plus for next week- 
end." 
The victories were characterized by a team 
effort on the part of the Falcons. Against the Chippewas, BG used an 
explosive offense and a tough defense to post its first-ever victory 
over the MAC school. 
"We played exceptionaly well," Falcon coach Denise Van De Wa- 
Fella 
lie said of the victory against CMU. "Everyone played great. We 
passed the ball better than we have in the past two weeks. We took 
them right out of their offense (with our hitting)." 
On offense, BG was paced by outside hitters Jo Lynn Williamson 
and Fella and middle Mockers Lynne Nibert and Kelley Ellett. 
Williamson made 20 kills and five errors in 33 attempts for a .455 
hitting percentage, while Fella pounded five kills and no errors in 
nine attempts for a .556 percentage. 
Nibert made four kills and one error in 11 attempts for a .273 per- 
centage and Ellett hit .389 in 18 attempts on eight kills and one error. 
Falcon setter Linda Popovich passed out 37 assists. 
"She did very well mixing up her passing on Friday night," Ellett 
said of Popovich. 
Van De Walle said the defense by both sides was unbelievable in 
the CMU match. 
"The defense was incredible," she said. "The blocking and dig- 
ging and passing were exceptional. We had a few long rallies and 
after the point was over the crowd gave us a few standing ovations." 
Both BG and CMU made 62 digs and 14 total blocks. 
The Falcons were led by Williamson with 14 digs and four blocks, 
Ellett (nine digs and six blocks), Fella (eight blocks and three 
blocks), Nibert (11 digs) and outside hitter Jane Plantz and Popo- 
vich with 10 digs each. 
The Falcons didn't play as solid a match against the Rockets, but 
See Spikers, page 8. 
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Harriers 
□ Continued from page 7. 
Kubicki who finished 31st and 
32nd in the field of 63. The 
women as a whole ran their best 
race of the year and there were 
many personal bests. 
"Our goal was third and we 
accomplished that," BG coach 
Sid Sink said. "Most of our girls 
ran their best races of the year 
and simply outkicked the Miami 
runners down the stretch to save 
our third-place finish." 
The men didn't have quite the 
kick the women had and were 
forced to settle for seventh 
place. The harriers finished with 
170 points, while the Ball State 
Cardinals took top honors with 
58 points. 
Posting the winning time for 
the men was EMil's Jesse Ma- 
guire, who finished with a time 
of 30:16. Leading the way for the 
Falcons was senior Brock Mer- 
riarn. who finished in 17th place 
in a time of 31:31.4. Following 
Mem am was Falcon junior 
John Hickman and senior Rick 
Sica who finished 38th and 41st, 
respectively. 
The men were once again hurt 
by their lack of depth as co- 
captain Todd Nichols sat out the 
race with a sore calf. 
"We were disappointed with 
the results," Sink said. "But we 
knew what we were up against 
with all the injuries we were suf- 
fering." 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
Bowling Green's Braden Shavchook and Ohio Stale's Daryn Fersovich (a former Falcon) and Sean Clifford 
watch as the puck flies by their heads in Friday night's action at the Ice Arena. BG tied 5-5 Friday, but won Sat- 
urday night. 8-3. 
Hockey  
D Continued from page 7. 
that's a good sign,' Paluchsaid. 
AZ   ex 
[9th Annual Volleyball Tournament] 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14 
10:00 a.m. • 3:00 p.m. Rec Center 
Independent Teams must have entry forms* 
in by Wednesday,   Nov. 11 at 5:00 p.m. 
$15 Entry Fee 
For more information, call 372-2687 
• All proceeds go to the Gallaudet College of* 
Speech and Hearing Impaired and Bowling 
Green's Senior Citizens Center 
While Fanning was ousted for 
poor play Saturday, he may 
have been the deciding factor 
Friday, enabling the Buckeyes 
to salvage a tie. 
Fanning turned away 35 of 40 
shots, while BG's Paul Connell 
stopped 23 of 28. BG's two power 
play goals gave the Falcons a 2-1 
lead after one period. Brian Me- 
haiTy scored his sixth goal of the 
season on assists by Paluch and 
Parks. Parks scored BG's sec- 
ond power play goal from 
Emerson and Paluch. Ex- 
Falcon Daryn Fersovich replied 
for the Buckeyes. 
OSU outscored BG 3-1 in the 
second period to give the Buck- 
eyes a 4-3 lead after two periods. 
OSU opened the second period 
by scoring two goals just 33 sec- 
onds apart. Don Oliver (2:57) 
and Scott Rex (3:30) scored for 
the Buckeyes. Both teams 
traded goals and went into the 
THESIS. 
WE DELIVER. 
You've survived months of labor pains. 
And you've produced a beautiful, 
healthy thesis. Now breathe easy and let 
Kinko's reproduce your brain-child with 
speed, efficiency and plenty of TLC. 
kinko's 
Great copies. Great people. 
113 Railroad St 
354-3977 
November is ... 
Spiritual Wellness 
Month 
Believe in yourself and 
others! 
Come to the Well 
located on the 2nd floor 
of the Student Health 
Center for information 
on organizations on and 
off campus that can help 





TEST MCMJunON SPCCWJSTSSMCf IftM 
Call Days. Eves & Weekends 
LSAT - CLASSES FORMING 
NOW FOR DEC. EXAM 
- NEW LOCATION - 
34S0 W. CENTRAL, SUITE 322 
TOLEDO. 536-3701 
Madhatter Productions 
in cooperation with 
Howards Club H 
presents: 
a live music showcase of local bands 
Tues. NOV. 10 
Gestalt School 
Living End 
Opiates of the Masses 
Sheepish Grin 
Tarn tar a 
Wanna Be's 







8pm till 2am 
No cover-continuous music 
third with OSU leading 4-3. 
The Falcons scored twice 
eariy in the third to take the 
lead, but Derek Higdon's tally 
sent the game into overtime. 
In the 10-minute overtime 
period, each team only managed 
one shot on goal as the majority 
of the play took place in the 
center ice area. 
... Paluch's seven assists set 
a BG record for most assists by 
a defenseman in a series. The 
record of six had been set by 
four individuals with the last be- 
ing Tom Thomas during the 1976 
season. The seven points in the 
series by a defenseman fell just 
one short of the record of eight 
which John Mavity set in 1975. In 
16 career games against the 
Buckeyes, Paluch has 23 points. 
... BG's five goals on 11 power 
play chances was its best series 
average this season. 
. . . The Falcons host three 
games in four days starting Fri- 
day. They host Illinois-Chicago 
Friday and Saturday then face 




4:24 — BO (1) (■*) — Scott Paluch takes 
the puck from the high slot and shoots 
Goate Todd Farming makes the save, but 
rebound bounces to Brian Meharry who 
promptly puts II In 
•:43 — OSU (1) — A slow rolling puck 
comes to BG goalie Paul Connell from a 
lace-ott in the BG zone Connell tries lo 
clear the puck to the corner but tails on his 
attempt The puck hits his skate and the re- 
bound comes right out to Daryn Fersovich 
who shoots it by Connell tow on his glove 
sue 
1B:M — BO (2) (PP) — The Falcons 
score their second power play goal ot the 
period as Nelson Emerson makes a nice 
teed to Greg Parks Emerson starts to move 
the puck deep into the OSU zone but stops 
and wheels back He finds Parks open to 
the left ol Fanning Parks takes the shot and 
qiBCkty moves in front as Fanning is already 
committed Parks scores to give BG a 2-1 
SECOND PERIOD 
2:57 — OSU (2) — OSU captain Mark 
Anderson finds Oliver wide open in front of 
the BG net Oliver's redirection of the pass 
goes by Connefl to he the score 2-2. 
3:30 — OSU (3) — The Buckeyes take 
the lead fust 33 seconds after Oliver's goal 
as Scott Rex cleanly basis Connell with a 
quck snap-shot lo the glove side 
9:53 — BG (3) — OSU defensemsn Al 
Novakowakl cant get the puck away from 
Braden Shavchook who is In the corner to 
the left of Fanning Shavchook passes the 
puck to Rob Blake who is skating In from 
the right point. Blake's wrist shot bests 
Fanning high to the glove side to tie the 
score 
13:30 — OSU (4) (PP> — The Buckeyes 
score the final goal of the second period on 
the power play to take a one-goal lead Paul 
Rutherford wins the face-oft In the BG zone 
as the draw goes drecfty to Andy Forcey 
Forcey takes a quick slapshot that beats 
Connel between the pads 
THIRD PERIOD 
6:10 — BO (4) (PP) — Parks dumps the 
puck to the left s»de of the net were Me- 
harry is stationed Meharry shoots and 
Fanning makes the save The rebound 
comes back to Meharry who shoots it high 
m the net while Fanning is down on the «e 
0:04 — BG (5) — Andy GrCble breaks 
out ol his own zone, when he gels lo the 
OSU blue line two defenders are on him He 
skates by Eric Reisman. bul Sean Clifford 
knocks Gnbble off-balance Gnbble man 
ages lo skde the puck in front where Emer- 
son is al atone Emerson fakes the deke on 
his backhand and beats Fanning on his 
forehand The goal gives BG a 5- 4 lead 
12:24 - OSU (6) - Rex makes a good 
play to keep the puck m me BG zone, then 
he feeds Derek Higdon in front ot Connel 
Higdon shoots it high into the right corner ol 
the net lo put the game mlo overtime 
OVERTM4E 
— Moaconng 
Bowling Green S.Ohio State 5 
SATURDAY'S GAME 
FIRST PERIOD 
1:50 — BG (1) — Joe Quinn skates down 
the right boards into the OSU zone and 
feeds Ihe puck lo Chad Arthur who la m 
Ironl of Ihe OSU net Buckeye goartender 
Todd Fanning gets a piece of Arthur's shot, 
but not enough as the puck trickles into the 
net The goal is Arthur's first of the season 
H:16 - BG (2) - BG's third arts scores 
agam to take a two-goal lead Quinn starts 
Ihe play agam, but Itws time he comes down 
Ihe left side He passes Ihe puck In front to 
Marc Potvm Polvm gels off a quick shot, 
but Fanning makes the save The rebound 
lay m the crease to the left ol Fanning ana 
Arthur pokes It In for his second goal ot the 
game 
16:32 — BO (3) — The Falcons take ad- 
vantage of a three-on-one break Dickinson 
carries the puck m on ihe left side He fakes 
the shot and dishes a perfectly timed pass 
to Nelson Emerson who scores high lo 
Fanning's glove side 
SECOND PERIOO 
1:12 — BG (4) (SH) - Ouinn gets his 
third assist as Gnbble scores while BG is 
short-handed The Falcons have a two-on- 
one break as Ouinn slides Ihe puck lo Gnb- 
ble who scores on his backhand 
6:27 - BG (5) (PP) - BG scores on me 
power play Meharry passes the puck from 
the left blue-she lo Parks m front Parks 
scores on a quick back-hand 
0:47 — OSU (1) (PP) — Oliver breaks 
John Burkes shutout b*d as he scores on 
me power play Slacey HartneH passed Ihe 
puck from the left lace-off circle to Oliver m 
front Oliver beats Burke with a quick shot 
12:28 — BG (6) — Arthur completes his 
"hat-trick" with an exceptional solo effort 
He takes me puck away from Oliver m the 
OSU zone, and beats Fanning with a high 
wist shot to his glove side 
12:55 - BG (7) (PP) - The Falcons 
score their seventh tally just a hatl-mmute 
later on Ihe power play as Meharry finds 
Parks open in front again Parks makes no 
mistake as he fires a shot paat Fanning 
THIRD PERIOD 
1:07 — BG (6) — OSU pulls its goahe for 
an offensive edge while both teams are 
playing four aside Rusiecki scores an 
opennetter with a weak shot from ihe left 
bluekne 
13:20 — OSU (2) - Burke makes the 
save on Ohver's shot, bul Doug Claggett is 
right there to knock m the rebound 
15:28 — OSU (3) (PP) — HartneU closes 
me scoring on s shot that is deflected by 
BG defenseman Kevin Dahl Hartnel's shot 
hits Dam's slick and goes between Burkes 
legs 
Bowling Green 6, Ohio State 3 




Be a computer scientist and 
officer in the Air Force. The Air 
Force is forging new frontiers 
in computer technology If 
you have a Computer Science 
degree, you may qualify to 
work with the best and receive 
all the outstanding advantages 
and opportunities the Air Force 
offers. Call 





D Continued from page 7. 
Walle said her team played just 
well enough to win in three. 
BG was led by Nibert, Plantz 
and Fella on offense. Nibert 
made nine kills and two errors in 
22 attempts for a .318 percent- 
age, while Plantz had seven kills 
and two errors in 14 attempts for 
a .357. Fella hit a .333 in 12 at- 
tempts on six kills and two er- 
rors. 
On defense, Nibert made eight 
blocks and Fella nine (four solo 
blocks and five block assists). 
Fella's four solo blocks were just one off from the school re- 
cord set by former Falcon 
middle blocker Lisa Berardine- 
lli against Northwood Institution 
in 1983. The nine total by Fella 
was only two from Ellett's 
school record 11 set last season 
against Schoolcraft. 
Attention Advertisers: 
Due to the Thanksgiving Day Holiday, 
Deadline for the 
Tuesday, Dec. 1 
edition of 
THE BG NEWS 
is Tues., Nov. 24, 4p.m. 
for both classified 
and display advertising 
214 West Hall 
BGSU VS. TEAM USA 
G USA 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH 
FACE-OFF AT 7:30 p.m 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
.ICKETS NOW ON SALE   TO THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC AND GOING FAST! 
AVAILABLE AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE. 
November 10,1987  9 
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Explode. 
i . Continued from page 7. 
rating. 
"I came out today and I not only wanted to prove 
myself to the players, but to the coaches and to the 
fans that I could play," Dackin said. 
His play highlighted the biggest offensive output 
by the Falcons this season. The 30 points are the 
most BG has scored since the 31 they tallied last 
year against the Golden Flashes. The Falcon 
offense also rolled up 126 yards rushing, including 
89 yards by tailback Shawn Daniels, for a total of 
475 yards offense. 
"Overall, I'd say this is probably the best game 
we've played this year," Falcon coach Moe Ank- 
neysaid. 
This sudden explosion has catapulted BG into 
the thick of the conference race. With a 4-2 mark, 
they are right behind Eastern Michigan (6-1) in the 
MAC standings. MU is also at 5-2 in the conference 
while KSU dropped to 4-3. 
The Falcons travel to Ypsilanti, Mich., this 
weekend to take on the Hurons in a what amounts 
to a showdown for the California Bowl (see related 
story). 
But the bie game wouldn't even exist if it weren't 
for the big play. 
It was a game filled with spectacular plays with 
KSU commencing the excitement after BG's Jason 
Zeller booted a 36-yard field goal set up by Ray 
Redd's 25-yard punt return. 
On the first play of the second quarter, still down 
3-0, KSU backup receiver Andre Palmer, the "de- 
signated reverse man" as Mason called him, 
proved he can do more than run the reverse. Fla- 
shes' quarterback Tim Phillips hit Palmer on a 
deep post route for a 68-yard touchdown. 
Zeller responded by booting two more field goals 
from 24, and 32 yards to make it 9-7 at the half. 
KSU's Tony Martino missed a 32-yard field goal at- 
tempt as time ran out in the half. 
Then came the unusual. 
In the third period, in which the Falcons have 
been outscored 45-7 in 1987, the BG offense sud- 
denly changed their ways. 
BG took the opening kickoff, drove, and scored 
on a four-yard pass from Dackin to tight end Pat 
Jackson. The running of Daniels, who carried the 
ball five times in the nine-play, 76-yard drive, 
spearheaded the score that made it 16-7. 
Ankney was not only pleased with the ability of 
the ground game, which still has not produced a 
100-yard runner this season, but the tone it set for 
the rest of the contest. 
"The best thing about it was that we took the ball 
in the third quarter, marched right down the field 
and did a lot of it on the ground, Ankney said. "I 
think that gave our team a big uplift because we 
haven't done that very often this year." 
But KSU, known for never giving up and winning 
games in the waning moments, answered imme- 
diately. Three plays later Flashes' tailback Eric 
Wilkerson went around the left end and blazed 64 
yards into the endzone to make it 16-14. 
Dackin, who was baffled by MU's nickel defense 
a week ago, then began to exploit KSU's blitzing 
defense which left his receivers in single coverage 
much of the day. 
After setting the Flashes up with a series of short 
outs, Dackin read blitz on third down and seven on 
the KSU 31-yard line. He audibled at the line and 
flanker Ron Heard streaked down the left sideline 
and ran under Dackin's pass for a 31-yard TD to 
make it 23-14 with 6:53 left in the third quarter. 
"All through film week I knew their DBs (defen- 
sive backs) were slow —slower than anyone we've 
faced this year," Dackin said. "We just took ad- 
vantage of it. Our receivers can run and they've 
got great athletic ability.'' 
Dackin may seem biased, but after some of the 
catches Heard made, it's understandable. 
The most spectacular grab by Heard (four re- 
ceptions for 114 yards) came on the first play of the 
fourth quarter. It was a simple post route, but 
Heard had KSU cornerback Ken Clements on his 
hip pocket as he ran into the teeth of the zone. 
By the time Heard had reached the endzone, 
with the ball still floating in the air, there were 
three defenders around him and the ball headed 
for the free safety Paul Haynes, who was in front 
of him. 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Bowling Green quarterback Rich Dackin (II) handled Kent State's blitzing defense well in the Falcons' 30-20 
victory Saturday. Here. Dackin just gets one away as KSU outside linebacker Tony Stephens applies the pres- 
sure. 
Somewhat miraculously, Heard jumped, rea- 
ched over the head of Haynes and snatched the ball 
away for a 33-yard TD pass. BG now led 30-14 with 
14:52 remaining. 
It appeared to be more of a basketball rebound 
than a football move, but all Mason could think of 
was baseball. 
"They can single you to death (with short pass- 
es) and once in a while they mav hit a double (a 
medium pass)," he said. "But don't let them hit 
that grand slam." 
Nonetheless, the Flashes retaliated just five 
minutes later with a 12-play, 68-yard drive culmin- 
ated by Wilkerson's eight-yard TD scamper over 
the left side. Wilkerson finished with 151 yards on 
21 carries to put him at 1,059 yards for the season. 
The Falcons had another scoring oportunity with 
6:30 left in the game after another Dackin bomb of 
43-yards to split end Reggie Thornton (five re- 
ceptions for 99 yards). But on the next play from 
the one-yard line, pulling guard David Haynes 
bumped into Dackin, who fumbled the ball which 
KSU recovered. 
KSU still had an opportunity for a quick score 
and a possible onside kick, but the Flashes' final 
drive faltered on the BG 41 after failing to convert 
on fourth and 17. 
MAC Title  
n Continued from page 7. 
ons. To have a chance at the title, BG must defeat EMU. 
But their quest for the title does not end there. While Saturday's 
Same is EMU's final contest of the season, the Falcons host Central 
lichigan on Nov. 21. BG must also win the CMU game. 
If BG does win both of their remaining games and if 5-2 Miami 
loses to Kent State in their final game, the Falcons will claim the 
MAC championship and a berth to the California Bowl. 
But if MU wins, there will be a three-way tie between the Falcons, 
Hurons, and Redskins. To win the tie-breaker, BG needs Toledo to 
defeat Central Michigan and Ohio University to defeat Western Mi- 
chigan. 
After 475 yards total offense against KSU, their best effort this 
year, the Falcons may have some momentum on their side. 
wi  >.\KI. \vi-: CAHI-: wr.cAMi-: \vt;(.:,M<l, wiAvMU- 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT AFFAIRS STUDENT AWARDS 
OCTOBER FINALISTS 
JJI Carr • Administrative Stall, Director On Campus Housing 
Deborah Helm • Classified Stall, Secretary Student Activities » Orientation 
Alan Nordyke • Graduate Staff. Grad Assistant m Greek Life 
BECAUSE  YOU   CARE,   BOWLING  GREEN   IS  A 
BETTER PLACE 
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF 
Wl-ICAKI-   WKCAKK   WE CAKE   WE CAHIL Wl- CAUL 
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140 E. Wooster 
30%  OFF        352-0800 
PERMS                 Empire. 11-24-87 
Tuesday is Ladies' Night 
featuring FOUR PLAY 
* WIOT NIGHT 
Thursday - COLLEGE l.D. NIGHT 
•free admission with Valid l.D. 
HOT LEGS CONTEST 
FOLLOWING! 
THE FUN PLACE TO BE! 
"They (BG) have got a good football team," KSU coach Glenn 
Mason said. "They've had some trouble spots during the year, but 
I'll tell you one thing: the race for the Mid-American Conference is 
not over — not if they play the way they played today, and I'm sure 
they will." 
The Falcons, however, are not looking back. After Saturday's win, 
Ankney said he'd "like to savor the victory for about 12 hours." Tail- 
back Shawn Daniels is treating the final three games more like a mi- 
litary mission. 
"We're in a three-step phase and we have finished phase one 






Find out more! 
Wed. Nov. 114 p.mT-- 
Campus Room   Union 
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Center far AcncTcmie Options-231 Administration- 372-8202. 
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....FOR EFFECTIVE PRINTED 
COMMUNICATIONS SEE US, YOUR 
ONE—STOP, QUALITY PRINTER AND 
ENTER TO WIN A FREE TURKEY! 
M $«*s 
quick print, inc. 







[520 value - 
no purchase 
necessary) 
(p.iv no our ot state I 
One Price! 
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses And a pair of 
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our 
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated 
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses. 
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals 
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye 
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover 
only one pair of glasses. 
Set the stage for your career in entertainment! 
For the 1988 season. Opryland will cost more than 400 talented performers, instru- 
mentalists, stage managers, ond stoge crew members in a dozen lavish produc- 
hons featuring every kind of Amencan music We wont talent that sparkles with 
showmanship and professionalism. 
You'll work with top professionals and polish your performing skills before on 
aud»ence of over 2 million in one of the nation's music capitals.. Noshville    Mustc 
City USA!" YoutI ge< good pay. And best of all the opportunity to step into the lime- 
light like numerous other Oprytond veterons including members of Restless Heart." 
Mary Elizabeth MostrontonK), Cynthia Rhodes, and 'The Girts Next Door' 
No appointment is necessary. A pkino accompanist, record ond cassette 
^^^    players will be provided at auditions 
^^M ^^^^ For more information on any of our 23 city auditions, contact 
^H ^^kOpryland Entertainment Department, 2802 Oprytand Dnve, 
fl B^ Nashville. TN 37214 (6151871 -6656.10 am to 5 p.m (CST) 
^■^K    Monday through Friday. 
I  CINCINNATI, OHIO 
^H Sm    Friday,Novemberl3,1987,12:00-3:00p.m..'Jr 
^H  ^^r       siry of Cincinnati, langeman Center. Room 401 A & B 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
Monday, January U 1988.12:00-3:00 p.m. Eastern 
Kentucky University, Coates Building, Brock Auditonun 
Single Vision Bifocals $7988     $U988 
For Both Pairs For Both Pairs 
One day service for most prescriptions with 
experienced Opticians at your service. 
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money. 
Burlington Optical 
1955 S.Reynolds       3153 W. Sylvania      StSnVfe 
382-2020 472-1113 352-2533 
Classifieds 10   November 10,1987 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
'" Attention Al Education Majors *' 
ACE   Meeting TONIGHT St 
7.00 m 200 Mosetoy Hall 
AMA FORMAL MEETING 
Tuea Nov  tOtn 115 Education 
Speaker   Donald isennafh From AT & T 
Bring a Buck tor the 50-50 drawF 
Attention Al Organizational Presidents 
ntra University   Presidents Council Meeting 
*>v   12. 6 PM. 408 Moseley Hal 
For more mfo, cal the USG Office 
ATTENTION    ALL    PSYCH.    MAJORS    AND 
MrNOHS 
P* ChMJPA w* have a meeting tomghl at 8 00 
in 112 Life Science Our speaker w4 be Joan 
Tussing from the Placement Office She wtl talk 
about career opportunities tor Psych Students 
Attention al campus clube. groups and 
organizations This is your last chance to have 
your picture in the 1988 KEY1 Deadbne lor al 
pictures is Nov 20 Contact Cyndi at the KEY 
372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hal lor informa- 
tion sheets 
ATTENTION: IPCO MAJORS 
IPCO Club Meeting 
Tonight at 9 15 
121 West Hal 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
MEETING TONIGHT' 
SPEAKER   DAVE HARLOW OF 
THE U S MARSHALLS SERVICE 
Divestment. Apartheid & Racism Meeting 
tonight at 8 PM LtCF Center (Tnurstin & Ridge). 
Progressive Student Organization (PSO) Cal 
352-7534 AH are welcome 
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY 
Order your Club sweatshirt now11 Orders must 
be placed by this Friday Watch tor information 
m the mad 
'ARTtAL SCHEDULES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED 
TO CAMPUS ADDRESSES. ON-CAMPUS 
MAIL BOXES OR HOME ADDRESSES 
BEGINNING NOVEMBER 13. 
YOU MUST BRING A COPY OF YOUR 
PARTIAL SCHEDULE TO BE ADMITTED 
TO REGISTRATION. 
Phi Alpha Delta 
Meeting 9 00 PM 
Faculty Lounge 
2nd Floor. Student Union 
International Relations Organization wi meet 
Tuesday November 10 at 7 00 PM in room 200 
Hayes Anyone interested m international 
events and Issues welcome 
SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE 
COME TO THE BGSU SKATING CLUB OPEN 
SESSION TOMGHT AT THE ICE ARENA FROM 
9 • 5-10 15PM $2 ADMISSION UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS ONLY CALL 372-6640 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION 
Student Legal Services 
Board ol Deeclors Meeting 
Tuesday Nov  10. 1087 Tatt Room Lm*on 
Open to the Pubhc 
Student Personnel Association Meeting 
Wednesday November 11 
7:30 PM 1 1 2 BA Butting 
Guest Speaker Jim Burch. Manager of Profes- 
sional Recruitment   Owens-Corning FbergUss 
Surg*al Scrubs on sale now in BA and MSC 
9 30-3 30 Sponsored by AAHP 
TEST PREPARATION-TEXTBOOK READING 
"Time Saver II Tips tor 
Eftcient Textbook Reading" 
November 11 • 3.30 to 4 30 p m OR 
November 12    4 00 to 500pm 
Location   213 Moseley Hal-Study Ska* Ctr 
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED - CALL 372-8840 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC 
(WICI) MEETING I 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS' Our next meeting 
>s TOMORROW. Wednesday. Nov 11 at 8 PM 
in 104 BA Or Bruce KloofensteWi. radio 
television-film. wiH speak on the future 
technology in communications that will affect 
YOUR career YOU WONT WANT TO MISS 
THBi 
"Afncan Week Extravaganza 
NOV 9-13. 1987 
Theme "Awareness" 
WED Panel Dtscusaion   Afncan Family Life" 
THURS    Two   P*ma.    5-7    PM.    Location 
Amani- "Eyes on the Prize. Aint Scared of Your 
JaT 
■'Generations ol Resistance" 
Speeches   An African  American Speaks on 
Black Struggle xi U S as relates to South Africa 
Struggle, and 
An Afncan Speaker relates South Africa strug- 
gle to Black Struggle in U S 
FRI Awareness and Sottartty Raly 
Union Oval - 11 AM 2 PM 




All Campus Organizations Speaking 
A| Events Are FREE 
LOST & FOUND 
'PLEASE HELP* 
LOST    YELLOW BINDER WITH FOLDER AT 
TACHED If found please call Mana 372 8211 
VERY MPORTANT tor class" 
FOUND Pair ol sunglasses In tan case Contact 
Cont Ed 372-8181 
The countdown 'till 
has begun! 
• 
The Christmas season 
will soon be here and 
THE BG NEWS 
HOLIDAY EDITION 
will provide lots of gift 
giving suggestions for you! 
Look for this special edition 
on Monday, November 30 
at all regular distribution points. 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: 
Monday, November 16. 4p.m. 
14 West Hall 372-2601 
SERVICES OFFERED Coca Cola Sweaters Jeans N Things 531 Ridge 
Pregnant? Concerns? 
Free Pregnancy Tests. Into 
and Supportive Services 
CALL FIRST HOPE AT 
354-HOPE 
ABORTION 
Morning after treatment 
Personal a Pnvste 
Center lor Choice II 
Toledo 419 255 7769 
NEED CASH? 
IOVER 4 BILLION DOLLARS AVAILABLE) 
EVERYONE QUALIFIES1 OUR DATA BANKS 
CONTAIN OVER 2000 SOURCES OF FINAN- 
CIAL AID OFFERED BY PRIVATE INSTITU- 
TIONS FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND A 
BUSINESS SIZEO STAMPED SELF- 
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO EDUCARE 
ENTERPRISES LTD 25140 LAHSER RD 
SUITE 141. SOUTHFIELD, MICHIGAN 48034 
PACKAGING 
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE? 
For al your shipping needs 
Federal Express 'UPS 
AT. Data Center ' 352-5042 
TYPING? RESUMES? 
Document Storage on Diskette 
A-Z Data Center 352-5042 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2 700 Monroe St . Toledo Offering 
gynecological services & pregnancy termination 
by licensed physician Including prenatai 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test |lor cer- 
vical cancer). VD screening, birth control into , 
Tubal Ugahon. termination ol pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
PERSONALS 
DON'T MAKE PLANS FOR SATURDAY. NOV 
14 
DZ-Theta Chi Voseyball Tournament 
DZ-Theta Chi volleyball Tournament 
DZ-Theta Chi Voseyball Tournament 
Student Roc Center 3-9 
BE THERE I 
• • -BRAD VAN CAUWENBERGH' ■ 
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY  -CABBAGE1" 
BRAD AND ERIN 
THEIR LOVE WAS TRUE 
SHE BROKE UP NOW WANTS HIM BACK 
BUT WHAT ABOUT THE GOOB?? 
-_KC 
• 'JENNIFER SUE" 
HAPPY 21STB-DAYI 
HOPE IT WAS A HOT ONE' 
LOVE. 
USA. KELLY $ MARY LOU 
A WARRANT IS OUT FOR YOUR ARREST 
A NIGHT IN JAIL WITH ONLY THE BEST 
JAIIBREAK '87 
ALPHA XI DELTA'S 
Amy, Leslie. Cocas. Wendy Tracy 




Coming 2nd Semaater- 
The Btoch-Heskett Ethnic Arts 
Award Competition 
Are You Ready? 
Conarattasllona to the ALPHA CHI OMEGA flag 
toofbal team on an undefeated season Best of 
luck in trie playoffs1 A special thanks goes to our 
awesome coaches John Anservitz. Gary 
Brewer, and Jason Zeeer 
CONGRATULATIONS TO DONALD POND 
ON BEING ELECTED COUNCILMAN 
FOR WARD ONE' GREAT JOB' 
THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA ALPHA 
Davy Jones Locker 
Closed Nov   10-12 Opening Nov  13 
at 1002 S  Main St 
DAWN ADAMS. 
00OD LUCK ON ELECTIONS! 
WE ARE BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY. 
LOVE, YOUR PHI MU SISTERS 
DELTA GAMMA WISHES TO CONGRATULATE 
TAR* WESTERFIELD ON BEING CHOSEN 
SIGMA CHI PLEDGE SWEETHEART! 
LOVE. YOUR DEE GEE SISTERS 
DON'T MISS m 
Delta Zata-Thela Chi 9tn Annual 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
OZ-Theta Chi Volleyball Tournament 
DZ-Theta Chi Volleyball Tournament 
DZ-Theta Chi Voseyball Tournament 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 14TH 10-3 
REC CENTER 







11-10-87 Tues 9-5 Union Foyer 
FALL CLEARANCE ON NOW 
The Powder Puff 
Gamma  Phi   Beta Gena   Martin-Gamma   Phi 
Beta 
Your HUe loves you, but let's have breakfast 
later, next time' 
Love. 
Your little 
HAPPY 20TH CABBAGE 
ROSES ARE RED 
I AM BLUE 
OL GET DOWN ON MY KNEES 
IF I CAN HAVE YOU     BACK 
LOVE. KNOCKERS 
HAVE   A   RESPONSIBLE    STUDENT   ON 
ACGFAVOTE FOR CHRIS VANLOKEREN 
TODAY IN THE UNION 
If you have any information regerdxtg the identi- 
fy of these criminals, please can 
1-100-ALP HA XI 
JAILBREAK '871 
JOSH HART 
The Harshman Honeys wish we were as impor- 
tant to you as those sorority girls are Competi- 
tion la tough, honey. 
Guess Who? 
Attention Al Organizational Presidents 
mtra-Unrverslty Presidents Council Meeting 
Nov 12. 8 PM. 408 Moseley Hal 
For more info, cal the USG Office 
ATTN ALL LAW ABIDING BQ STUDENTS 
Escaped criminals on the loose"111 
Beware-they're armed a dangerous" 
BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER 
If you enioyed your orientation and want to help 
others adjust to BGSU. then being an ORIEN- 
TATION LEADER is lor you Apply in 405 Stu 
dent Services until Nov 13 Apply today and 
ahow fhet in BG  We Care'" 
JN AND TAM. 
WISH THINGS WERE THE SAME   THERE'S 
STILL TIME  YOU'RE BOTH SPECIAL 
GSS 
LIVE MUSIC AT POLLYEYES 
BRIAN GREGOR TUESDAYS AT 10 30 
SEX BEATLES THURSOAYS AT 10 30 
BRAD LUBINGER SATURDAYS AT 10 30 
440 E COURT 352-9638 
Make Campus Groups Accountable' 
Vote For 
JAMES VANZANT lor ACGFA 
Big Mary Jo Frotlo. 
I'm behind you 110S 
Best ol luck tonight m Panhel elections' 
Love a Loyalty. 
Your Little Cathy 
CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION 
Thanks al who helped and attended Harambee- 
Urnry   Reggae   Party.   Oct    4    (Peace   and 








ait woodland moll ■ggS? 
cinema Phone No. 354-0558 
FATAL 
ATTRACTION 
SAt/SUN 1 00 3 25 
(VE6 45 0 15 
SUSPECT 
SAT/SUN 3 15 
fvfbSO 
DEMTHWISH* 
SAlfSuN < 15 3 20 
f VE 7 00 0 45 
PRINCE OF 
DARKNESS 




SATfSUN I 10 3 35 
fvl 705030 
P. PG rinceSS 
8ruU 
SAT/SUN 1 20 3 30 
fvl   » ",• J5 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn. 
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance 
SAVE $'s WITH SPECIAL RATES DURING NOVEMBER 
Hrs: Mon-Fri   9-8 
Sat & Sun 10-4 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
PIZZA < SALAD SMORGASBORD 
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT FOR $4 00 
TUESDAYS. FRIDAYS 1 SUNDAYS 11-9 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 440 E COURT 
Put a concerned student on The Advisory 
Committee on General Fee Alocstlons 
ELECT JAMES VANZANT 
THE SISTERS OF DELTA GAMMA WISH TO 
CONGRATULATE CELIA CASTELLANO ON 
HER LAVAUERING TO FIJI DOUG BORN. 
Think It's Fun to Pull a FIRE ALARM?? 
Here's the fun you could get 
Up To 
11000 Fine 
• Months In Jail 
School Suspension 
Criminal Record 
-looks great on a resume 
Can't you find some other "FUN" thing to do? 
FYI Student Legal Services 
TO A PRETTY COMMUTER CLASSMATE 
FROM T-R 11 00 FLAG FOOTBALL WE FIRST 
MET IN SECURITY WHILE YOU REGISTERED 
YOUR CAR AND I MY BICYCLE I WOULD LIKE 
TO ASK YOU TO GO OUT WITH ME. BUT AM 
VERY SHY RESPOND TO OCMB 3787 IF IN 
TERESTED BEARDED CYCLIST 
Voteybal Tournament Happy Hours 





11-10-87 Tues 9-5 Union Foyer 
VOTE FOR CHRIS VANLOKEREN FOR 
REPSONSH3LE USES OF ACGFA FUNDS 
VOTE NOV   10 IN THE UNION 
"Mow To Find Your Own Coop Or Intern- 
ship" will be held on Tuesday. November 10 
In 111 South Hall Irom 7:JM:30 PM. 
WANTED 
'WANTED TWO FEMALE INON-SMOKING) 
ROOMMATES FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
HAVEN HOUSE APTS   $143 75 A MONTH 
CALL 353 6409 TODAY 
1 or 2 roommate(s) (or Spnng Semester House 
with two car garage, washer-dryer-dishwasher 
Cal 352 6505 
One male non-smoking rmte needed lor spring 
semester    Furn    Haven   House   apts    Cal 
3526722 
Roommate needed tor Spring Semester Apt 
located on East Merry Cal 353-0799 
HELP WANTED 
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR NEEDED 
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer of 1988' 
Need a summer job? Why wait til the last 
minute'? Wei. then, as Yogi Bear says. "Hay. 
Hey-lt'a your kicky day'" 
Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jollystone Camp 
Resort, 4 looking tor 2 creative, outgoing in- 
dividuals lo coorrJvvMe and direct activities lor a 
family camping reaort LOCATION Aurora Ohio 
5 miles torm Sea World ol Ohio and Geauga 
Lake Park 
College Jr or Sr   level preterrd 
Experience preferred but not a must 
Living facilities provided 
ft interested, send resume to Jeftystone Camp 
Resort. 3392 SR 82. Mantua Ohio 44255 
AU'PAIBS UNLIMITED needs Mother's 
helpers. Earn salary plus free room and board 
with families In Northern N.J. and Metro NYC 
Area. One year commitment. Immedlele 
placement, no fees, call 201-670-7811. 
Evening Office Cleaning 
Part and Ful Time 
Call 352 5822 
EXOTIC DANCERS 
WANTED FOR NEW CLUB IN TOLEDO 
BIG MONEY EASY HOURS 
CALL (1)472-8485 
HELP WANTED CASHIERS 
BUTTONS NOW HIRING 
MUST BE 18 YRS OR OLDER 
HIRING' Government robs - your area 
S15.000-S88.000 Cal (602) 838-8885 EXT 
4244 
UFEGUARDS 
Get your summer job hned up early' Certified 
lifeguards needed lor all shifts   If interested, 
contact  Jellystone Camp Resort. 3392 S R 
82. Mantua. Orxo 44255 
MARKETING EXPERIENCE REQUIRE IN 
OMDUALS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DIRECT 
SALES OF DIVERSE PRODUCT LINES 
TELEMARKETING AND OFFICE CALLS TO 
POTENTIAL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS NO 
HOUSE VISITS PAY IS COMMISSION ON 
GROSS SALES SO YOUR WAGE REFLECTS 
YOUR SALES ABILITY AND WORK EFFORT 
FLEXIBLE HOURS BOTH AS TO TOTAL 
HOURS AND SPECIFIC HOURS WORKED AP- 
PLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT COMPANY 
OFFICE LOCATED AT ADVANCED SPECIALTY 
PRODUCTS. INC . 428 CLOUGH STREET. 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO TELEPHONE 
354 2844  
Mature responsible babysitter with own 
transportation needed 2-3 site'noons per week 
lor a 3 year old girl   1878-2393 (Walervtle) 
FOR SALE 
1974 Mustang II $400 Real Buy Good tires, 
breaks, battery, heater, defrost 8 more' Cal 6 
ask 354-5191 betwn 8-10 PM 
1980 BUCK SKYLARK. 4-SPEED, BUCKET 
SEATS. LOADED. FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE. 
SS.000 MILES. $1850 OR BEST OFFER 
1-874-2261 OR 1 841-7357 
1985 Fuji Regis 24" 10 Speed bike with lock. 
Great condition $225 or best offer Car double 
bete carrier $30 Nice Rip-stop waterproof bike 
bag-$20 Klunker Nishihi 26" blke-beal offer 
353-6708 alter 4 30 PM. ask lor Jenny 
1988 BIANCHI RACING BIKE 
Campy-Modolo-Ofmega equipped 
$600 -Cal Adam 353 1588 
7 ft   couch, earth tones, exceeent condition 
Best offer  Cal Ed 362-8317* 
Cartton Cordless Telephone 
Featurea include auto redial. mute, base to 
handset page and wall mount option Just $45 
Cal Jeff at 3548502 
Charcoal Grey 1979 Chevy Morua Looks and 
runs great New paint aluminum mags and extra 
snow ores $ 1200 Cal Dave al 353-4628 
Fly anywhere in u S Three one-way cer- 
tificates tor sale $90 ee. Cal after 5 30 PM or 
weekend 353-4622 
FOR SALE 
light   Blue   Honda   Accord   (1982)    Good 
cotk*tion--new brakes, new struts, new wiring. 
8 new stereo. Asking $4300 (very negotiable) 
Cal 353-7020 Ask lor Rob 
For Sale 
1978 Ford  Mustang   Good  Condition   Cal 
372-5594 
For Sale 1980 Toyota 4X4 pick up with cap 
No rust, good tires AM FM Tape Cal 
352-0194 
FOR SALE 76 PINTO WAGON. HIGH MILES 
ALSO. LARGE. STEEL OFFICE DESK MAKE 
OFFER CALL 353-2831 BTWN  3-10 PM 
I need a good home Young parakeet complete 
with cage Price neg Cal 1-874-9210 after 5 
PM for details 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through 
the U S government? Get the lacta today' Cat 
1-312-742-1142 Ext  1794 
Poxitsetbas for Sale 
Grounds Dept 
Cal 2-7649 or 2-7650 
Departmental Sales Only 
Queen sue sola sleeper Gold & green 
tapestry You move $200 Cal 352-3788 
eve'a 
TECHNICS RECEIVER lor sale 
35 watts per channel   1  year old   Excellent 
Cond $85 Cal 372 5637 
"77 Pontiac Astre sta wagon Runs well but 
body needs work Asking $500 00 or best of- 
fer It interested cal Jerry at 354-4922 (after 
6pm) 
FOR RENT 
I or 2 female roommates needed to sublease 
large 2 bdrm apt Becky 354-3445 or 
3522429 
2 bdrm  apt   newly redecorated  Heat tfickjd 
Aval Jan 1   352-7454 & 823-7555 
2 bdrm turn apt Close to campus for 1988 
Spring Semester avail mid Dec 1-287-3341 
or 354 0383 
2 BEDROOM APT. FOR SUBLEASE FOR SPR- 
ING SEM. NICE AND CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
IDEAL PLACE FOR 3-4 PERSONS. CALL 
354-4510 
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE TWO 
BEDROOM APT. SPRING SEMESTER. $130 
PER MONTH. THIRD $ HIGH 354-0«BB 
2-bdrm . 2-bath apt tor spring semester Close 
to campus 353-0504 
3 females looking lor 4th non-smoking room- 
mate lor Soring Semester 6th and High For 
more mlo Call Laura (354-4135) 
ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER 
TRAILER   TO   8UBLET   FOR   SPRING 
SEMESTER. 2 BEDROOM. CLOSE TO CAM- 
PUS. CALL MITZI OR TRACY AT 353-4035 
Apartment (or rent Spring Semester. 2 bdrm . 
10 yds from campus. Mate. $625 per 
semester Cal Tom 352-1402 Leave a 
messsge if not home 
Apt for rent $195 furnished Free parking 
Located downtown Close to laundry mal 313 
N Main Apt 5 Cal Giovanna 353-7223 or 
3524650 
DEC GRADS NEED YOUR HELP 2 BDRM 
APT AVL FOR SPRING. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
(2ND ST ) NICE AND LOW RENT. ELECTRIC 
WILL NEGOTIATE RENT  353-0303 
FREE SECURITY DEPOSIT 
2 Bedroom apt dose to campua Available for 
Spring Semester 353-9916 
Limited Semaater Leases Available 
Two locations to choose from Very rnssrmahMi 
rates Can R E  Management 352-9302 
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
APTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY-HEAT FREE 
CALL 353-8806 
Low Cost Treatment 
VD-STD 
Men and Women 




Roommate needed to sublease 2 bedroom apt 
$225 a month Utilities pud 352-2429 
Sublease Efficiency apartment, unlurmahed. 
one bedroom, new carpel, close to campua. 
$275 monthly Cal after 5 00 and weekende 
363-9317 
WANTED 1 FEMALE TO SUBLEASE APART 
MENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS IE. REEDI REDUC- 
ED RENT $100 A MONTH MUST MOVE 
STARTING IMMEDIATELY CALL 849-2908 
AFTER 6:00 PM 
CO-OP CORNER 
•How To Find Your Own Co-op Or Intern- 
ship" will be held on Tuesday, November 10 
n 111 South Hall from 7:30-8:30 PM. 
Brad McDevitt 
